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Executive Summary
On November 22nd, 2019, security researchers at AhnLab Security Emergency-response Center (hereinafter
ASEC) discovered a new strain of Monero crypto-mining malware, dubbed Lemon Duck. Lemon Duck contains
a code “Lemon-Duck-{random}-{random},” which is the origin of its name. Having been found primarily in China,
Lemon Duck reached other East Asian countries, including South Korea, in the second half of 2019.

Lemon Duck is a fileless type malware, which utilizes PowerShell to perform malicious attacks. Lemon Duck
propagates laterally to other machines in the same networks by exploiting the EternalBlue(MS17-010), the
nortorious SMB vulnerability

This analysis report presents thes kill-chain, primary functions, and internal proliferation methods of Lemon
Duck in full detail.

Introduction: Lemon Duck
ASEC analysts recently discovered an active distribution of Lemon Duck PowerShell malware. This malware
carries out malicious attacks through a multi-layered process, at times utilizing various PowerShell(PS). After
entering the system, Lemon Duck propagates internally to machines within the same network by exploiting
SMB vulnerabilities(MS17-010) and RDP brute force attacks.

[Figure 1] summarizes Lemon Duck’s kill-chain, and [Table 1] shows the URL information associated with each
malware in the attack process.

Once Lemon Duck enters the system, it runs a service by exploiting the SMB vulnerability and registers a
PowerShell command in the Windows Scheduled Task. After registration, the PowerShell command downloads
and runs a PS script, Powershell_1. This PS script then registers three identical tasks with different URLs to
download and run. Then, it proceeds to download and run the next PS script, Powershell_2. The downloaded
PS script, Powershell_2, then downloads and runs the third PS script, Powershell_3, to mine crypto-currency
and spread to other internal systems within the same network.
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Figure 1. Lemon Duck kill-chain

Table 1. URLs associated with malware used in Lemon Duck’s kill-chain

Analysis on the Malware
1. Malware Functions and Operations
(1) Service dropped in the Scheduled Task
A service with a random name, as shown below in [Table 2], is dropped in the Scheduled Task after Lemon
Duck completes its internal proliferation by exploiting the SMB vulnerability.

Table 2. Service that runs PS commands

After registration, the service registers a firewall policy to open a specific port. Then it drops a task to download
the PS script (ipc.js) from the malicious URL. Currently, V3, AhnLab’s anti-malware product, detects the files
related to this scheduled task using the following alias:
<V3 Product Alias>
- Scheduled job related: JOB/Miner.S1, JOB/Miner.S2

(2) PowerShell script 1
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As shown in [Figure 2], the first PS script registers three tasks in the Scheduled Task (② and ③ in [Figure
1]). The three tasks access specific URLs, as highlighted below in [Figure 2]. Although the URLs were not
accessible at the time of the analysis, it is assumed to have been in charge of downloading and running the
subsequent PS script (PowerShell_2).

Figure 2. The three URLs dropped in Windows Scheduled Task

V3 product detects the files related to PS script1 and the registered tasks using the following aliases:
<V3 Product Alias>
- PowerShell script 1: PS/Miner
- Scheduled job related: JOB/Miner.S3

(3) PowerShell script 2
The second PS script sends the information of the infected PC to the C&C server, as shown in [Figure 3]. Then,
it downloads and runs the third PS script (PowerShell_3).

Figure 3. Transmission of information on the infected system and download of the third PS script

V3 product detects files related to PS script2 using the following alias:
<V3 Product Alias>
- PowerShell script2: PS/Obfuscated
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(4) PowerShell script 3
The third PS script (v.jsp) reviews the information regarding the infected system, as shown in [Figure 4]. Then,
it downloads and runs a specific file accordingly.

Figure 4. Function of v.jsp PS script

V3 product detects files related to PS script3 using the following alias:
<V3 Product Alias>
- PowerShell script 3: PS/Miner

(5) Mining Crypto-Currency and Internal Proliferation
In the last stage, PS command, as shown in [Table 3], is executed to mine crypto-currency, also known as the
CoinMiner. The CoinMiner operates within the PS process.

Table 3. Crypto-mining PowerShell

At this stage, a file containing a PS script is downloaded and executed within some compromised systems.
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Figure 5. CoinMiner PE at the end of the PS script

V3 product detects crypto-mining malware using the following aliases:
<V3 Product Alias>
- m3.bin : PS/Miner
- m6.bin : PS/Obfuscated
- x86 miner PE: Malware/Win32.Generic.C3516872
- x64 miner PE: Malware/Win64.Generic.C3519320

2. Lateral Movement
The PS script downloaded from a specific URL (http://down.ackng[.]com/if.bin) can move laterally within the
same network. Detailed attack methods utilized for internal proliferation will be introduced.

(1) Proliferation via USB and network exploiting LNK vulnerability (CVE-2017-8464)
The PS script creates “UTFsync\Inf_data” folder on the root directory of a USB flash drive or the network drive.
Then, it generates DLL files, such as “blue3.bin” and “blue6.bin,” and a shortcut (LNK) file to run the DLL files
within the created folder.

Figure 6. Partial code for USB lateral movement exploiting LNK vulnerability (CVE-2017-8464)
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The dropped DLL files download the PS code, as shown in [Table 4], from a specific URL
(http://t.zer2.com/usb.jsp) and then run it by utilizing the mshta.exe process.

Table 4. usb.jsp PS

V3 product detects the DLL files by using the following aliases:
<V3 Product Alias>
DLL file for x64 systems (blue6.bin): Trojan/Win64.Injector.C3348350
DLL file for x86 systems (blue3.bin): Trojan/Win32.Agent.C3350818

(2) File generation in Windows Startup and AppData folders
The PS script registers a shortcut (LNK) file in the startup folder to execute the malicious javascript upon reboot.
\AppData\Roaming\flashplayer.tmp
\AppData\Roaming\Microsoft\Windows\Start Menu\Programs\Startup\FlashPlayer.lnk
After the system reboot, a script downloads and runs the first PS script (PowerShell_1), as previously explained.

Table 5. PS Script (PowerShell_1)

(3) Exploiting EternalBlue SMB vulnerability and service registration
Lemon Duck scans TCP Port 445 by utilizing the PingCastle scanner. It continues to perform attacks by
exploiting EternalBlue SMB vulnerability in vulnerable systems.
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Figure 7. Partial code for SMB-related function

Figure 8. TCP Port 445 Scan

On systems where the attacks were successful, a service is registered, which is the first step in a malware
operation. Then, additional attacks begin within the infected system, continuously moving laterally.

(4) Mimikatz module and Pass the Hash attack
The PS script downloads the Mimikatz module from a specific URL (hxxp://down.ackng.com/wf.cab) and uses
it to collect user information. Then, based on the collected information, it carries out Pass the Hash(PtH) attacks
and brute force attacks. Other than the information collected by the Mimikatz module, it also utilizes hardcoded lists of passwords and NTLM hash for the attacks.

Table 6. List of hard-coded passwords
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Table 7. List of hard-coded NTLM hash

After a successful remote connection, it executes commands, as shown in [Table 8], downloads PS code from
specific URLs (http://t.zer2.com/ms.jsp, http://t.zer2.com/v.jsp), and runs it.

Table 8. Commands sent to the C&C server

(5) RDP brute force attack
URL, downloaded from the Mimikatz module, also downloads the freedrp module to carry out RDP brute force
attacks. It scans for open servers using the default RDP Port 3389 and tries to log in using the ‘Administrator
ID.’ The list of hard-coded passwords, as shown in [Table 7], is used during this process.
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Figure 9. Partial code for RDP password input

After a successful login, it sends additional commands, as shown in [Table 9]. Then, it downloads the PS code
from a specific URLs (http://t.zer2.com/rdp.jsp, http://t.zer2.com/rdpo.jsp) and runs it. The downloaded PS
code, “rdp.jsp” and “rdpo.jsp”, seems to be the same type of PS script as “v.jsp".

Table 9. Commands that are transfered after successful RDP attacks

(6) Stealing user information
Apart from the attacks explained above, the infected systems suffer constant system information leak. As
shown in [Figure 10], system information, such as the computer name, machine UUID, MAC address, and IP
address, is transmitted to the attacker’s C&C along with the data collected by the Mimikatz module.

Figure 10. Partial code related to the system information leak of infected systems

Conclusion
Lemon Duck PowerShell malware, exploiting the notorious SMB vulnerability (MS17-010), has recently begun
to spread in South Korea. Attacks exploiting the SMB vulnerability have increased during the past year, despite
the effort of cybersecurity vendors, such as AhnLab.
The key to prevention lies within up-to-date security patches across all systems. In that sense, AhnLab
provides AhnLab Patch Management, a patch management solution based on AhnLab EPP (Endpoint Security
Platform), for easy application and management of security patches to effectively deal with SMB vulnerabilities.

Fileless-type PowerShell malware, such as Lemon Duck, are exponentially increasing. It is essential to detect
these type of malware using behavioral-based detection instead of signature-based. Therefore, it is highly
recommended that you enable the “behavioral detection” feature at all times for quick and efficient response.
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